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Cleansing The Brain
How do I become consciously aware of my Divine Isness and blend and merge with it?
We did it with the new rainbow colors?
“Indeed and we will sanctify that by saying to you. Here we called on the soft yellow of
shimmering Light, did we not? Allow yourself to feel that move into your brain, into your brain
and as you do feel the shimmering vibration come through the veins in the brain. Come to the
left hemisphere, the right hemisphere. Come to all of its tucks and turfs. Then allow yourself to
continue to visualize and feel the beautiful new soft ray of yellow to move into the central
nervous center. As it does let it flow and weave right on through the entire body. For it is here
you will cleanse the brain again and again. It is totally receptive to the inspirations of the Divine
and inspirations of the Divine Expression.”
Thank you Malachi

Opening The Crown Chakra
How many petals are open in my crown chakra now?
“Well Beautiful One, let us have you let your consciousness reach into your crown
chakra for you are looking for the thousand petal lotus, are you not?’
Yes I am.
“When we look Beautiful One we would say this, the lotus pedals are all open and the
core of that lotus that you would call the stamen are vibrating.”
Oh that is really good!
“So acknowledge that within yourself. Do not worry! Then you let this energy to
continue to vibrate as you receive more and more. Then your human mind can take form and
expand in knowledge.”
Thank you Malachi

Connecting To The Spirit of Source
Malachi can you assist me in expanding the columns of Light that connect to my I AM
Presence so they are as wide as the crown of my head?
“Indeed so again, we’re taken you through the new soft yellow. Remind yourself
again and again to bring the Ultra-Violet through as well. For this will always place you in the
Spirit of Source. It will always harmonize; it harmonizes this beautiful brain. It will
harmonize your personal brain, your mind, spirit mind and your Source mind.”
Oh how wonderful! Thank you, Malachi.

